Dr. David Fletcher

January 10, 1949 - September 12, 2022

I

write with great sadness in celebrating the life and
accomplishments of Dr. David Fletcher, who was given his
wings on September 12, 2022.

Without question, Dr. Fletcher was one of the major building
blocks of the company we now have. In 2008, Community
Change, Inc. was just an idea. We had no money, no active
programs, no schools, and no staff. We just had a vision for our
communities, and a philosophy for the kind of education needed
to make that vision a reality. Dr. Fletcher shared this vision, and
did not hesitate to dedicate his heartfelt time and energy into
building the company.
I first met Dr. Fletcher in 2008. Prior to meeting him, I had been
trying for two years to expand my partnership with Lehman
College, where I had been teaching continuing education
classes. I sought to offer a course based on my Community
Change Model at Lehman. Dr. Fletcher somehow found out
about this effort and reached out to me. The rest was history.
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By the fall semester of 2008, Dr. Fletcher made it so that both the
CareerVisions and Community Change Models were offered
as undergraduate courses of the Middle & High School
Education Department at Lehman College. At one point, we
had several adjunct professors teaching our courses at
Lehman, including Dr. Fletcher himself, who added the Peace
Model for restorative practices as a course offering in later
years.
For me, this initial experience was just a sneak peek into the
type of educational leader AND learner Dr. Fletcher was. Our
partnership grew exponentially from then on.
I was always amazed by his consistent, tireless and humble
commitment to learning. He had a willingness to take
calculated risks, put in work and fight for that in which
he believed.
Dr. Fletcher voluntarily dedicated an immense amount of time
to help build this company. He was available on-demand to
attend meetings and to connect us to potential partners. He was
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very well-liked, well-known and well-respected, with a reputation that preceded him in the
educational circles we entered. It was Dr. Fletcher who introduced us to the Stevenson Campus,
which has been the home of our largest program since 2009. Over the years, staff from schools of
the Stevenson Campus became leaders in other schools, such as The Bronx High School for the
Visual Arts, Pelham Lab and Pelham Prep; they have also taken our programs with them. Our
programs' expansion into these and other schools throughout New York State is an example of
how the many seeds planted by Dr. Fletcher have grown.
Today, we now employ nearly 200 staff who run roughly 20 of our programs in three cities,
serving more than 1,000 students annually. We have also secured more than $40 million in
government contracts for our programs and clients. All made possible because of the
foundational work of Dr. Fletcher.
From the time we met, Doc was there for me as a thought partner, helping with strategic
decisions and with the development of our educational concepts. I'll miss most his availability
and immediate readiness to help out. Doc was always just a phone call, text or email away…with
a quick reply. This in spite of being involved with so many other projects.
Dr. Fletcher was genuinely excited about collaborations and not afraid to support new
initiatives. Beyond his work with Community Change, Inc., Doc helped to create the School for
Community Research & Learning at the Stevenson Campus. In addition to teaching his courses
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at Lehman College, at times doubling as the
Department Chair, Dr. Fletcher was actively
involved in so many other groups and initiatives,
including the Alternative to Violence Project, the
Bronx Community Health Network; the Quakers,
and the Restorative Justice Annual Conferences he
spearheaded. Among his pet issues/areas of interest
were social justice, health, career education, the
environment, and restorative practices.
In his later years, Dr. Fletcher became deeply
interested and active in promoting human rights,
teaching at least one course about it at Lehman, and
also traveling to South Africa to help promote it.
Doc also loved swimming and visiting his family in
North Carolina during the summer.
Throughout the early years of our company, Doc and
I spoke every morning during the week by phone. I'll
never forget the dinners he hosted at his home for
our staff the rst year we got funded.
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His hospitality during these dinners were so important in helping our staff to bond during our
first year.
Though we didn't talk or meet as frequently over the past few years because of our company's
growth and his expanding interests in new initiatives, Dr. Fletcher always remained accessible
to us, and became active as a member of the Board of Directors for our non-prot
CareerVisions, NY.
I will always be thankful for Dr. Fletcher, for believing in me, and our vision, and for helping
us to grow from an idea to what we have now. Dr. Fletcher will forever remain on the mind,
in the heart, and a part of the soul of our company. Dr. Fletcher's spirit lives on and will
continue to grow with our work. Dr. Fletcher has left massive legacy of education and
empowerment, and we are honored to be a part of his legacy.
In love and honor of your memory, Doc, sleep in peace.
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